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WORKSHOP I 
 

 

“Impacts on cities of EU membership” 
 

 

Moderator: Mr Hakan Gustafsson 
Senior Adviser, Hakan Gustafsson Konsult 

 
 
 
Introduction 
Mr Hakan Gustafsson 
 
The former Swedish Ambassador to EU once said: ”You cannot really understand the EU 
without going into details”. Normally you meet generalists at the traditional conferences, but at 
this workshop you will be confronted to specialists dealing with the policy areas where the 
impact is as most obvious. To quote the ambassador, people who know ”the details”.  
 
A second important observation is that the EU impact is not just a legislative issue. The EU or 
perhaps in this case one should talk about ‘Europe’ in a wider sense, is also an arena for policy 
development, regional development methodology development, social dialog, standardisation, 
as well as a clearinghouse for various policy areas beside of the formal EU competence like 
taxation and welfare models. The Union is also an important ‘information provider’, including 
a role of increasing the awareness of the different political systems of the member and accession 
countries at national and local level. One should also keep in mind that the EU also sponsors 
research which is now more focused on the everyday life of the Europeans and thereby more 
directly affecting cities.  In its responsibility of being a watchdog for the inner market, the 
indirect impact on cities of ‘europeisation' is remarkable. Finally, the EU is also a provider of 
various funding of interest for cities such as exchange programme for students and teachers.  
 
So beside of the direct impact on cities from EU-funding or the legislation the so-called aquis, 
one must consider the indirect impact, the europeisation, even more important. In that sense the 
impact from the inner market, like the increased mobility and cross-border activities, will 
increasingly affect communal interests such as taxation and service delivery systems in 
European cities. The various contributions on this workshop should be seen in that perspective 
– as part of a dynamic political framework increasingly important for the daily life issues of the 
citizens of Europe.  
 
Contributions: 
 
General impact of EU legislation on cities 

Ms Erja Horttanainen, EU affairs manager, Association of Finnish Local and Regional 

Authorities 

 

The effects of the European Union on cities can be examined in the light of the obligations that 

arise from membership and the opportunities that it offers. The obligations mainly relate to EC 

legislation. Examples of the opportunities include EU cooperation programmes. Powers of 

cities and municipalities vary from country to country. Therefore also the impacts of EC 

legislation on cities may vary from country to country. 

 

Preparing cities for EU membership requires above all initiative. Cities must themselves play 

an active role in preparations for EU and should begin at earliest possible stage. Cities should 



identify which matters that are important for them. For example, Narpes region is the centre for 

Finnish vegetable cultivation. They worked two years to find out what EU means for that 

business. The importance of contacts between local authorities and state authorities can not be 

emphasised enough. These contacts are essential both during membership negotiations and after 

the accession to membership. 

 

Areas where EU membership influence policies and activities for cities: 

- Structural policy. In some countries the regional authority is responsible for making 

development programs. Cities should be in a partnership with the regional authorities, and 

cities must be active at the implementing stage because structural funds are big money. 

- Employment policy  

- The environment is a key policy area of the EU and has created a lot of legislation and 

financing possibilities. 

- Economic and monetary union 

- Social policy 

- Citizen’s rights mean the right to vote in local elections for citizens of EU countries. 

- Education and culture is not so much influenced. Each member state is responsible for the 

education system and its content. EU promotes co-operation through programs. There are 

some legislation, for example recognition of diplomas 

- Equal opportunities 

- Urban policy 

- Energy 

- Public procurement 

- Traffic policy 
 
Urban planning 

Mr Bengt Westman, Architect, Swedish Association of Local Authorities 

 

You can say that the European Union has no mandate to deal with Urban Planning. The 

European Treaty does not include physical planning. The Question of how our cities and towns 

should be organised is a question for cities and regions under a national legislation. It is in other 

words a question under subsidiarity. 

 

On the other hand it is easy to argue that EU membership has a great impact on Urban Planning 

in the Member states. There are several reasons for this: 

- Some of the EU sector policies of the are of great importance for urban planning. Most 

important is the Environmental policy with rules on ”Environmental Impact Assessments” 

on all major developments, rules on protection of water, natural habitats etc.  

- Also the policies on transports and infrastructure like the Trans European Motorway 

networks influences urban planning. 

- One new program in the 5th framework on research and development is called ”Cities of 

tomorrow and the cultural heritage” focuses how to plan and how to work with our cities 

the next century.  

- The regional policy and the structural funds have a growing importance for the cities and 

the rules for community funding is therefore important for how the urban planning is 

organised. A good example is the initiative URBAN with the objective to support projects 

aiming at solving economic, social and environmental problems in urban areas.  

- The co-operation within the union itself is an important standard setter. The informal 

meeting of the ministers responsible for spatial planning has resulted in the European 

Spatial Development Perspective (ESPD). This is a document not only about how the spatial 



impacts of union policies must be recognised by the European commission but also how the 

strategic objectives of European planning policies should be harmonised.  

- If you look for a ”united” Europe where the borders between the different countries should 

disappear it is very important to focus the trans-national regions where there is a possibility 

to harmonise the conditions on both sides of the border. This is the motive for ESDP. It is 

also the motive for the support of cross border planning cooperation. within the Interreg II 

C Initiative (Will continue as Interreg 3) 

- Another recent document, "Sustainable Urban Development in the European Union: A 

Framework for Action", has four goals: strengthening economic prosperity and employment 

in towns and cities (which in fact account for 80% of the population of the Union); 

promoting equal opportunities, social integration and the rehabilitation of run-down areas; 

improving the urban environment (management of transport, waste, energy etc.); 

contributing to good urban governance and increased participation of local actors and 

citizens.  

- The networking of cities supported by the Union are important activities influencing also 

urban planning. Examples of city network the European Sustainable Cities and Towns 

Campaign, and the Car Free Cities network. 

 
Water quality 

Mr Steen Bjerggaard, Director of International Projects, Stockholm Water 

 

The first thing that happens when EU comes into force is  

- New legislation. Very soon the cities have to reach the drinking and wastewater norms of 

EU and Helcom.  

- The installations have to be changed, and for that financial assistance is needed, from EU 

programs or financial institutions.  

- To get that, you need to carry out institutional development and administrative changes in 

your city and start a development in your city with focus on environment.  

- Very often there is need to work together with the regional authority or the ministry of 

environment. They will decide which projects will have the highest priority and how to 

organise the financing.  

- You also have to make the activity more transparent, which means that the people using it 

must pay for water operations and also polluters should pay for that. The users should pay 

for waste services. All such sectors must be organised so they are financially independent.  

- You must also develop a commercial service attitude. It means the person who gets the 

service also must pay for it. You have to adjust your tariffs according to the ability to pay 

but also to the financial needs for improvements of the system.  

- You will also need co-operation, for example the type we are working with. These co-

operations can be part of development programs or twinning programs.  

 

In order to strengthen the organisation in the town you need a corporate development plan or 

business plan for the various service companies, containing an investment program. The plan 

prepares how to find the financing and management change. It influences you employees and 

therefore you need a human resource development plan, and new Information Technology to 

improve your financial management. You need a plan on when to reach EU the norms (10-15 

years) and to reduce water consumption. 

 

The projects are based on a feasibility study. After that you can start project preparation and 

later project implementation. It is a strong concept to work with Water Company to Water 



Company partnerships. Both partners know normal activities in a water company and we can 

have a mutually beneficial dialogue on how we can organise the water sector. 

 

In Sweden we use the Public Ownership model. We do not object private companies but we 

have defined the core business. Non core-business is often procured on the open market from 

contractors and consultants. We also work together among the municipalities. Today we have 

a network between the capital cities, but this network should be enlarged so also small & 

medium cities can use that network.  

 
Employment 

Ms Kathe Ryom, Head of Section, Danish Association of County Councils 

 

How are we as public employers organised at European level? There are two main tracks:  

1. CEMR, Council of European Municipalities and Regions, is an association of national 

associations of local and regional authorities. http://www.ccre.org/index.html. We work within 

the CEMR Employers’ Platform with 11 European member countries, concentrating on 

northern Europe.  

2. CEEP, European Centre of Enterprises with Public Participation. All countries have a 

national section, also Denmark, which consists of seven Danish public employers and public 

employers organisations. http://www.ceep.org/ceep.htm. 

 

There are many parties involved in the legislative process: the EU Commission, the Committee 

of the Regions, the Economic and Social Committee (Ecosoc) etc. In the social Dialogue, where 

we as public employers take part, CEEP is one of the negotiating parts together with ETUC 

(European Trade Union Confederation) and UNICE. (Union of Industrial and Employers' 

Confederations of Europe). The negotiations might, after an agreement and approval in the 

Council by majority decision, become legislation in the member countries. 

 

ETUC - CEEP - UNICE have made an agreement on part-time working. The purpose of the 

agreement is to: 

- Eliminate discrimination between full-time and part-time workers. Part timers condition 

were very poor in many places.  

- Improve employment for part timers 

- Promote part time employment 

- Reconcile family and work life 

 

Difficulties: 

- Discrimination is possible if based on objective reasons 

- Objective reasons are to be defined by national practice, the social partners and/or national 

law 

 

Advantages with an agreement:   

- Regulations by agreement makes it all acceptable to all parties 

- part-time employment should promoted and obstacles should be removed 

- Influence on other commission initiatives- it is a signal from the commission on which way 

to go in the future 

 

Disadvantage:  

- Agreement does not cover fixed term contract (short time). There is another EU agreement 

that deals with fixed time 

http://www.ccre.org/index.html
http://www.ceep.org/ceep.htm


- Nothing on social security, Belgium & Luxembourg it was against it 

- Eurocommerce is not covered 

 
Gender Equality 

Ms Carita Peltonen, Project Director, Femina Baltika, representing Association of Finnish 

Local and Regional Authorities 

 

Gender Issues are different than the previous issues, because it is a Horizontal issue in the 

Amsterdam treaty instead of the former mentioned sectoral issues. This is a new phenomenon. 

In the Baltic States, gender issues are not popular and suffers from memories from the past. The 

Nordic countries have a much more positive view. I start with the Nordic Model of Gender 

Equality, and proceed to the EU concepts later. 

 

Nordic Model 

Equality between men and women is a crucial part of the Nordic welfare state: Women and 

men should have equal rights, obligations and opportunities. They do not have to be similar, 

but differences must not lead to inequality in terms of status and treatment in society. Active 

efforts are required to promote the status of women. Progress in a more democratic direction 

depends on if the knowledge, competence, experience and values of both women and men are 

acknowledged and allowed to enrich all spheres of society. The Nordic Countries enjoy a high 

standard of living and also pioneers regarding promotion of equal opportunities. Economic 

independence is the foundation of equality between women and men. An important aspect is 

the possibility to reconcile economic possibilities with parenthood. Employment participation 

with both sexes is among the highest in the world. Active participation is necessary in order to 

archive equality between women and men. Also the workload between women and men in the 

family must be changed. There are differences between the Nordic standpoint and the rest of 

Europe. Women making decision regarding their own life has not the same acceptance in the 

rest of Europe.  

 

EU Perspective 
Gender equality directives focus on employment and labour market. Article 119 in the Rome 

treaty from 1957 concerns this and the central issue is equal pay for equal work. A council 

directive regulates equal treatment as regards to access to employment, vocational training, 

promotions and working conditions. 2nd article in the Amsterdam treaty regulates gender 

equality as mainstreaming and should be included in all EU policies. Mainstreaming means that 

there is a conscious gender approach to programs and projects that involves an analysis of the 

effects to women and men. Mainstreaming is demanded in all programs by Amsterdam Treaty. 

Also the social funds have these kinds of gender equality programs and they are specially 

focusing on combining working life with family life. EU supports various gender projects. 

Gender equality was administrated by DG5, which will be changed. There is a gender steering 

commission in the European Parliament led by Maj-Britt Theorin. 
 
Waste treatment  

Mr Johan Tornberger, Vice Managing Director, Stockholm City Waste Recycling Company 

(SKAFAB) 

 

SKAFAB works with solid waste management, not fluid waste. Solid waste is only one part of 

environmental operations, but it is very interesting for public because you always create visible 

solid waste almost regardless what you do. Many people deeply engaged in problems dealing 

with waste. 



 

EU membership impact depends on what step on the ladder you are on at the moment. If you 

have very little regulation it is easy to co-operate with EU regulations, but if you have a lot of 

regulations when entering EU before, there is a lot of problems from EU legislation.  

 

In Sweden, the first laws on solid waste came in the early seventies. After that there was a very 

fast lawmaking because there were a lot of problems to be solved. Seven important Swedish 

laws concerning environment from January 1999 have adopted the EU regulation on waste. It 

has been a very big job to put the laws together. The restrictions in Sweden are stricter than the 

EU restrictions, but the ground pillar is free market, not national restrictions. EU demands our 

strict restrictions to be loosened, which is a problem. Also, EU restrictions are based on other 

circumstances than the Swedish conditions, for example from Sicily which is ridiculous. The 

geological situation is different, landfill in Sicily is not the same as in Sweden but EU law 

requires us to adapt to Italian conditions. 
 
Public procurement 

Mr Krister Dahlberg, Managing Director, Euro Info Centre Stockholm AB 
 

Why rules on Public Procurement? Public Procurement in Europe totals 2 billion USD a day. 

80 000 procurements than 1.7 million USD is carried out each year. The purpose of the rules is 

to secure a free market economy. Some basic rules:  

1. The decisions to buy must be taken in a business minded way 

2. The procurement should exploit the possibility to competition 

3. All decisions shall be taken “at arms length”, which means no personal preferences  

 

Government, all municipalities, county councils, parish and procurements where public interest 

is in a majority, has to obey the rules. The rules are applicable above certain values and also 

rules on how many days between the announcement and the decision. The most common way 

to buy things is through an open procedure, at least 52 days must pass between the day of 

announcement and the day of decision.  

 
Discussion 

The discussion after the introductory speeches concentrated on: 

- What happens when cities do not fulfil their obligations regarding EU rules 

- The Nordic Model of utility management 

- Experiences from the Finnish preparations for EU accession  

 

 

 

 
WORKSHOP II 

 
 

“New geopolitical situation in the Baltic Sea Region” 
 
 

Moderator: Mr Juhan Janusson 
UBC Project Manager 

 
 



Introduction  
Mr Juhan Janusson 
 
The theme of this workshop is “New geopolitical situation in BSR”.  The UBC president said 
in is opening speech that his city Kalmar was a remote place in the south-eastern corner of 
Sweden and now suddenly founds itself in the centre of the new region. It is a very big change 
from having the perhaps strictest section of the Iron Curtain pass the Baltic Sea till the Baltic 
Sea being an inland sea of the European Union. The scope of this workshop is to discuss how 
cities can cope with this new situation and how to take advantage of it. What shall the cities do, 
how shall they act in order to benefit from the situation? 
 
Contributions: 
 
City of Turku 
Ms Cay Sevon, Director of External Affairs 
 
The period from the World War II until the fall of the Iron Curtain is a really short parenthesis 
in BSR history. But we have lived in this short parenthesis, only the last ten years have been 
normal. We are still just beginning to learn the real history of Russia, of Poland, of the Baltic 
States etc. This sea has been dominated by various large powers. During the 20th century it has 
been a sea of independent countries and cultures, and it will be more or less an internal sea of 
the European union during the 21st century.  
 
There is also a shift of the German capital from Bonn in the south-west to Berlin in the north-
east which probably will influence our life in the BSR in the decades to come. The question is 
can we take advantage of this shift and of the enlargement of the EU? Or do we face a situation 
where the southern part of the Baltic Sea is drawn south to the centre of gravitation? In fact we 
might have difficulties keeping the region together. UBC unites cities and towns and could be 
one way of keeping us all together and strengthen our region from the Kemi in the north to 
Germany and Copenhagen in the south.  
 
The internal market demands very strong development of the communications in our region in 
order for us to keep together. We must have more ferries and also small airlines, which can take 
us from Turku to Liepaja, for example. It cannot be substituted by electronic connections. 
Accessibility is crucial. When we were in Berlin recently, the senator showed us beautiful maps 
with train connections in central Europe. But Finland is far out and could not be seen nowhere. 
Even south Sweden was not there, despite the new bridge. There we have a great challenge.  
 
Finland is in practice located on an Island. 4,5 million passengers are annually travelling 
between Turku and Stockholm. We have an increasing traffic between Tallinn and Helsinki, 
and so on, but Finland is still an island. We still cannot think of moving via St Petersburg to 
Europe, we cannot yet really think of moving through the Via Baltica. 
 
City of Gdynia 
Mr Maciej Brzeski, Deputy Mayor  
 
How can we have a sustainable development, independent of changing political situation in our 
cities? There are a few factors of main importance: 
- be active: employ appropriate people at your office, improve their qualifications (language), 
- make any possible efforts to be recognised in the region (marketing), 
- co-operate with your society: chambers, universities, associations etc., 
- form common international policy and Strategy of City Development. 
 



And now I would like to give you some examples on the basis of Gdynia: 
 
Baltic Sister City Network – at present we are collecting port cities whose names start with the 
letter K: Kaliningrad, Klaipeda, Kotka, Karlskrona, Kristiansand, Kiel as well as Kunda which 
is in preparation. There are also those whose objective is to create a bridge between West and 
East, for example Aalborg, Plymouth, Seattle, Brooklyn, Baranovichi, Sevastopol as well as 
Liepaja in preparation. 
 
Gdynia is trying to be active within the UBC and has been selected to lead the Commission on 
Sport. Gdynia co-leads the Commission on Business Co-operation, which was established in 
September 1997 and unites 23 member cities. 
 
Euroregion Baltic – the largest organisation in the Baltic Sea Region. Polish part of the 
organisation – the Association of Polish Municipalities of the Euroregion Baltic – has launched 
several programmes, among which one may find the organisation of the first international fair 
of Euroregion Baltic. It is to be held this October in Gdynia. 
 
TEM/TER (Trans European Motorway / Trans European Railway) is a transit motorway joining 
Northern and Southern Europe from Oslo via Karlskrona, Gdynia and ending in Athens and 
Ankara. The Polish part will be supervised by 6 Polish cities associated in the Amber Motorway 
Cities Association. 
 
Co-operation in Interreg IIc, Phare, CBC Phare etc. Baltic Ports Organisation, Baltic Sea 
Tourism Commission – its objective is the promotion of tourism, the creation of projects in co-
operation with interested partners.  
 
Baltic Sea Chambers of Commerce Association – it is an organisation promoting free trade 
within the Baltic Sea Region. Gdynia co-operation with BCCA has contributed to the 
organisation of the Europartenariat Poland in 1994 and was the first time organised outside the 
European Union. This event enabled small and medium-sized enterprises to exchange 
commercial experience with partners from several European countries. Two years later the 
Baltic Sea Partenariat, was organised in Gdynia. 
 
Council of Europe Flag of Honour as well as Council of Europe Plaque of Honour – awards 
given to Gdynia for its international activity. 
 
Smaller programmes worth mentioning: 
- few educational programmes for primary and secondary schools 
- leisure programmes as well as competitions in the field of art e.g. drawing competition 

entitled “The Children of the Baltic Sea” organised by the UBC 
- mutual visits by citizen (especially between Gdynia and Kiel) 
- sports events – in the recognition for activities in the field of sport, especially the 

organisation of Youth Games, Gdynia together with Aalborg, Plymouth and Kiel was 
awarded Golden Stars for Co-operation 

- charity actions (to give help others because we still remember that we have received such a 
support in the past) 

- encouragement of trade missions. 
 
City of Stockholm 
Mr Bo Krogvig, European Committee of Stockholm Region 
 
As a capital region, you try to compete with a lot if competitors and alliances. There are new 
national states, new clusters in politics and economy, new co-operation between cities, new 



business opportunities and other new possibilities around the Baltic Sea. We also have to 
struggle with old visions of the old industrial society, with old inflexible hierarchies and 
structures and against old thinking when trying to approach the new possibilities and the new 
opportunities.  
 
What can we offer? What role can we play? What is our strength? We have listed everything 
that is good as well as bad. We have good infrastructure, both hard like roads and harbours and 
soft like companies, business life etc. We have also good environment. But we also have bad 
things, for example problems regarding housing for people moving to Stockholm, with schools 
and with the multilingual culture.  
 
What role do we want to play in the Baltic Sea Region? We want to be the gateway to the 
Baltic’s. That role cannot be played by many other cities, maybe Helsinki, for certain 
Copenhagen. Also Berlin and Amsterdam want to play that role. So the competition is 
international. Who will benefit from us playing that role? Can the Baltic Sea benefit from it? 
How can Sweden benefit if Stockholm is successful? The benefits can be money, work places, 
politic and diplomatic gains, and so on.  
 
In order to be successful, we have to build alliances. On national level, we did so with the five 
counties surrounding Lake Malaren, sharing a common strategy platform. We have also ties 
with the chambers of commerce and the business community in the Lake Malar region. The 
next step is international alliances. UBC is important, but also CPMR. We have a network 
between Vienna-Berlin-Stockholm, an other linking Tallinn, St Petersburg, Helsinki and Oslo. 
Those are the geographic alliances. Dade County in South Florida came to us. They are now 
our gateway to southern US and the Caribbean. We are in networks with big airports in order 
to learn what to do and not to do, as well as with capital cities and capital regions in Europe.  
 
We must dare to show our assets and tell others who we are and what we want to do. If we do 
all this right, we might create success, if we do not create success, at least we have tried.  
 
City of St.Petersburg 
Mr Vladimir Churov, Vice-Chairman of External Affairs Committee 
 
I heard that in the middle of next century, Europe will consist of three big countries. 
- Great Lapland, from Iceland to the northern part of Russia.  
- Normandy, or Normanland, from Ireland, north France, north Poland, the Baltic States and 

traditional Novgorod Russia. It includes south Finland and south Sweden. Capital will be 
Sigtuna or Kalmar.  

- the other countries will create the South European Republic.  
I am a great patriot of this great Normanland. To be serious, the main goal must be to work 
inside useful borders.  
 
We need to shape:  
- unified transport space with unified customs space, ferry lines, integral rail and ferry 

network, unified logistics, removing discrimination for people entering former economical 
unions, 

- common technological space, combining science and technique, hi-tech production on the 
base of common system of certification and defence of intellectual property rights, 

- common power- energy space, for example the Baltic power ring program, 
- environmental space, principal solution on the pollution of the Baltic Sea, 
- air space, 
- cultural and educational space.  
 



These are the main goals with the BSR and the European co-operation. St Petersburg will carry 
out our strategy on creating favourable investment climate. We have 200 000 small businesses, 
employing 700 000 persons. The crisis is past. There is a growth of foreign investments in our 
city. The first six months the increase 250 % compared with the same period last year. During 
the first quarter this year compared with the same period last year, import grew 22 % and export 
grew 27 %. So the situation is rather good in St Petersburg.  
 
St Petersburg has very big activity regarding international relations. Koffi Annan has visited 
us. We have worked close to the European organisations and the EU Commission. We are 
engaged in all Baltic Sea co-operation networks. We also have very good city partners links: 
Osaka, Shanghai, , Dusjanbe, Baku, Alma-ata, Yerevan, and Tbilisi. Five city partners in 
France, in Finland six, in Germany three, four in Great Britain, and so on. 
 
City of Klaipeda 
Mr Eugenijus Gentvilas, Mayor 
 
You have heard the eastern European tradition of telling about the connections with sister sisters 
around the world. It is a reality that was established during the last ten years after the fall of the 
iron curtain. Many eastern European cities started to look for partners in different west-
European countries. St Petersburg is the real leader, Klaipeda is the leader among the Lithuanian 
cities, and we have 14 twinning arrangements.  
 
Now we must discuss something new. What can connect our countries, our cities and us? I think 
the strong co-operation between the cities in the BSR can be useful for all of us. We are talking 
about the European Union, where many Scandinavian countries now are members. All eastern 
countries, except Russia, want to be member of EU. The role of the western cities at the Baltic 
Sea could be to assist the eastern cities to become member of the European Union. Perhaps one 
role of the western cities could be to push their own government so that EU accession comes 
easier. I understand it is a very long process, but it could be a very friendly initiative from our 
partner cities.  
 
I remember when we declared our independence in 1990, every Monday there was a 
demonstration in our sister city Karlskrona, supporting our freedom. I do not demand 
demonstration and people on the street, but it was a very good support and if we could get a 
similar support regarding entering the European Union it would be of great benefit. 
 
City of Wismar 
Mr Thomas Beyer, Deputy Mayor 
 
Wismar knows already from Hanseatic times how important networking is. By the way, Wismar 
was Swedish from 1648 until 1803. Therefore it is very special for me to be here in Stockholm, 
our former capital. Because of these traditions, we are interested of good connections in the 
Baltic Sea region. Connections had been built up during centuries until the Second World War. 
After that, Wismar was a part of German Democratic Republic, and had to accept that the 
traditional relations were cut. There were at most connections between countries at diplomatic 
level.  Economic and cultural level connections were almost stopped. In fact, Wismar had 
partnerships with Kemi, Alborg and later Lubeck, but official persons only maintained these.  
 
The situation changed with the political changes. Now there is possibility to build new relations. 
We must make use of these possibilities, that is the reason we are here. The eastern economic 
connections that were built up after the Second World War were broken up. This meant for us 
that the maritime industry had to find a new orientation. The shipyard had many orders from 
the Soviet Union. This changed drastically. I remember that a finished ship was waiting to be 



delivered for a long time, it produced lots of costs for us but there was no chance to sell it and 
the Russian customer was not able to pay. Another example: The port was the second largest 
port of the GDR. Now after the changes it has to face aggressive competition and it lead to 
minimising the number of employed from 1300 persons to 150 now. But also the market 
disappeared, for example the East German potash mining.  
 
With this I have tried to explain the problems of the political change which influenced the 
development of our town very much. The unemployment rate is still 22%. But new chances 
have developed. This is of course because of the European process of unification. Two large 
wood processing factories have come to Wismar and with that we can say that Europe is present. 
The wood is imported  from Scandinavia, the Baltic States and Russia. The products are sold 
word-wide. One Plastics producing company from Halden, Norway, has settled down in 
Wismar. The products are sold in Germany and in Europe. These example show that the 
political changes at one hand and the European unification on the other hand lead to new 
economic relations and for us in Wismar to completely new industrial branches.  
Nevertheless we are at the beginning. The rate of export from Wismar companies is 10 %, the 
average in Germany is 30 %.  
 
Nevertheless we are at the beginning of a development. Our government in Mecklemburg 
supports our companies. One important project is the Euro-link project, which is financed by 
the European union. The aim is to help our business to build up business relations to European 
countries and to east-European countries. New relations will grow. The optimism is based on 
the development in the respective areas. On one hand, we have the industrial employment, but 
in the western counties, most people are busy in the field of service. The changes brought a lot 
of problems, but it brought new changes as well.  
 
Discussion 
After the introductory speeches, there was a lively debate, concentrating on issues like: 
- What are the real benefits of networking between the cities? 
- Arguments for travelling to be presented for the ordinary citizens 
- What to do with cites that might become losers when not engaging in networking and 

positioning. 
 

 
 

 


